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Abstract
This paper is a literature study with an additional empirical approach to research how to
improve user experience in data visualization web applications. This research has been
conducted in collaboration with Caretia AB to improve their current data visualization tool.
The research studies previous research on the topics of UI design, user experience, visual
complexity and user interaction in the attempt to discover what areas of design and intuitivity
that improves the user experiences in these kinds of tools. The findings were then tested
together with Caretia through a proof-of-concept prototype application which was
implemented with said findings. The conclusion of the results is that mapping ontology
groups and prior experience as well as reducing visual overload are effective ways of
improving intuitivity and user experience.

Keywords: Data Visualization, User Experience, UX, User Interface, UI, Visual Complexity,
Interactive Complexity, Visual Hierarchy, User Interaction



Terminology

Intuitivity - Instinctively knowing the purpose or meaning of a certain item

User Experience - “A user’s perceptions and responses that result from the use and/or
anticipated use of a system, product or service” [22].

Command Line Interface (CLI) - A command-line interface (CLI) processes commands to
a computer program in the form of lines of text.1

Graphical User Interface (GUI) - A form of user interface that allows users to interact with
electronic devices through graphical icons and audio indicators.2

Single Page Application (SPA) - A web application or website that interacts with the user by
dynamically rewriting the current web page with new data from the web server, instead of the
default method of a web browser loading entire new pages.3

Visual Hierarchy - Arranging design elements to show their order of importance, through
size, color, contrast etc.

Visual/Interactive Complexity - Can be measured by elements such as the amount of text,
the number of links, graphics and interaction.

Material Design - A set of design principles proposed by Google.4

Library (Software Engineering) - Packaged software that can be used by other developers

Component Library - Packaged software that provides design elements that developers can
use in their applications

4 https://material.io/design/introduction
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single-page_application
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphical_user_interface
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Command_(computing)
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1. Introduction

In modern society almost every company increases their efficiency and productivity through
technology and innovation [7].  The efficiency increase this technology provides is heavily
affected by the design and ease-of-use of the interface that provides access to the technology
[3, 5].

In an era where more and more technology is directed towards the average citizen, the need
for a good user interface and user experience is rising. When the user interface and user
experience doesn’t meet expectations the productivity and efficiency of business decreases
[5, 8]. It is therefore important that today's technological systems are as intuitive as possible,
are easy to operate as well as implement functionality in an effective manner for its intended
usage.

Intuitive design and user experience are areas which have been frequent topics of software
development research during the last ten to twenty years. This research differs from previous
research as it is focused on identifying and measuring user experience and intuitivity through
tests of already developed software. This research aims to identify what creates a good and
intuitive user experience as well as attempt to prove these claims through tests and
measurements.

1.1 Background

For this research we have had the opportunity to collaborate with Caretia AB. They are a
small-size company with 4 employees. Caretia AB is a corporate group which owns Caretia
Traffic Services AB, which in turn has 91 employees. They are focused on light and heavy
maintenance and cleaning services within the transport industry. Caretia Traffic Services AB
offers car washes for both consumer grade vehicles as well as heavy duty vehicles such as
busses and trucks.

To be able to offer car washes for heavy duty vehicles they are required to be very specific
and selective in what services they offer depending on what type of vehicle is to be washed.
To monitor the resource usage and economical data of these systems they use one of the few
systems available to them. However, they claim this software to be old, unintuitive and hard
to extract information from.



A large selection of employees at Caretia AB uses this software as well as a very small
selection of employees at Caretia Traffic Services AB. Most of the time new employees are
not required to learn the software at Caretia Traffic Services AB, however at Caretia AB it is
almost crucial. As the users of the system are not specialized or experienced in using software
like this it is deemed very inefficient and unproductive.

They have therefore requested a new system, which is easier to operate and extract
information from. Our goal with this study is to research what makes the current system
“unintuitive” and “hard to operate” as well as find and propose solutions to this problem by
presenting the customer with a proof of concept web application.

1.2 The Problem

Caretia’s current system implementation is a command line interface used to view and export
their business data. In modern day society, command line interfaces are rarely used by an
average user and are more often used by developers. Command line interfaces tend to require
a set amount of prior knowledge to be used and can be hard to understand by an average user.
In an interview Caretia’s CEO stated his experience with their current system as: “It's difficult
to use and understand what is being presented on the screen” (see Annex 3 and Annex 4).

As a proposed solution to this issue our research suggests the usage of a Graphical User
Interface (GUI). Graphical interfaces are more intuitive to a user than a command line
interface and average computer users have been moving away from terminals and command
lines and towards graphical interfaces in modern day society. The proposed solution to this
problem is to develop a web application with a graphical user interface which would present
a better user experience for an ordinary user as well as require less overall technical
knowledge to be utilized. Our motivation for moving away from a command line tool to a
web application is mostly due to web based applications being extremely flexible and
versatile where they can adapt to any device with any screen size. In addition to this we are
experienced in developing web based applications and believe its a suitable tool for this kind
of problem.



2. Research Questions

This research is conducted to explore how visual design patterns affect web applications,
their readability and intuitive functionality. Caretia has provided a first hand look at their
current system which they claim is unintuitive and visualizes data poorly. Caretia has also
provided us with a significant amount of data which the system uses.

2.1 RQ1. How can user interaction complexity be simplified to improve the
user experience in web applications?

This thesis will research how to determine or prioritize what has an impactful effect on the
user experience of web application. What is a complex user interaction and how can that be
simplified? The thesis will explore the design principles and philosophies that have a
meaningful impact on the user experience.

2.2 RQ2. What is user experience and intuitive web design and what is their
psychological and philosophical significance?

This thesis will research what is most often a natural interaction with web applications and, in
this case specifically, data visualization web applications. What effects does intuitive web
design and user experience have in a psychological aspect? How can psychology and
philosophy aid us in creating better applications? What are common patterns of intuitive
design and how can these be used to improve the user experience?

2.3 RQ3. To what extent can the improvement of the user experience in a
web application be measured?

Finally this thesis will explore methods of testing two different applications and how to
measure the success of their designs user experience and intuitivity. A proof-of-concept web
application will be developed that implements the results acquired from RQ1 and RQ2. This
web application will then be used to prove the claims made in prior studies and measure the
improvement of these principles used in the proof-of-concept.



3. Research Method

In this paper literature research will be used to gather information and data from previous
work and papers from a similar field to use in our paper. The selection of literature is limited
to scientific material that has been peer reviewed and has been sourced from BTH Summon
or Google Scholar.

This thesis attempts to find the best suited method of testing the difference between two
different user experience designs through literature research. These tests would then be
applied to two different designs.

In this research case a user would be requested to perform a specific task within each design.
The time difference between these tasks would then be used as data to prove efficiency
improvement between the designs. Additionally, subjective feedback would be requested
from the user to confirm that the design implementing the UX design principles was more
satisfactory.

3.1 Literature Study

To answer our research questions, a literature study will be needed to gather previously found
information on the subject. When searching for papers focusing on using terms that correlate
to web design, user experience and design testing or similar terms to find papers that are
relatable to our topic. These terms include the following keywords: Web Design, Data
Visualization, Visual Complexity, UX, User Experience, UI and User Interface or any
combination of those keywords.

To ensure that the literature used in this thesis is relevant, the abstract, conclusion and some
of the titles in the literature will be read through. It will then be determined if it is a relevant
reference or not. The research is restricted to only use papers that have been peer reviewed
and were released after 2000. This is done so that only relevant and objective information is
used in the research. The thesis also restricts the literature language to English and Swedish
as to prevent and reduce possible misinterpretation during translation procedures.

These restrictions may, however, have to be loosened if standard-defining material and
resources are found or if exceptionally relevant information is found outside of these
restrictions.



3.2 Proof of Concept

Lastly, to answer RQ3 our customer will provide data to be able to create our
proof-of-concept application. This application will validate the claims about the user
experience and design principles from our research. In turn this also provides a solution to
Caretia’s unintuitive design of the currently implemented software
(see Annex 3 and Annex 4).

We will create the application using modern day web technologies and programming
languages. These include but are not limited to HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript (ES6). As the
application only serves as a proof of concept we will prioritize getting features and design
principles implemented over code clarity and usage of specific frameworks. However, this
does not imply that we will refrain from using a framework if it provides an increase in
development efficiency.

After the software has been developed we will let users of the currently implemented system
test the new system. We will prepare specific tasks to gather different information from the
system and then measure the time differences in task completion between the systems. The
time frame for testing will be set to 90 minutes per tester. This time frame includes
performing the tasks in the current system, our proof of concept application as well as filling
out the survey.

The test users that perform the tasks will be selected with help from the CEO of Caretia. We
require the test users to be familiar with - and have previous experience with - the currently
implemented software. This is due to the unintuitive nature of the currently implemented
system. To be able to gather data from both the currently implemented system and the
proof-of-concept it is essential that the test users are experienced with operating the currently
implemented system. As no other requirements were given the CEO of Caretia estimated 3-5
employees to be able to participate in the testing.

3.2.1 Application Development

The proof of concept application will be a Single Page Application (SPA) designed with the
intent to imitate a real work-scenario application. This is done to further encourage the test
users to act upon the system as a workplace application. The SPA will feature a static login
page with default login credentials followed by a page displaying the visualization of the
given data. This visualization can then be interacted upon within the web application. The
application will allow the user to filter the data through different timeframes, companies and
customers as well as select what data is to be displayed. The final result of the application
development can be seen in Annex 5.



Our proof-of-concept application is a data visualization tool. Therefore it is important to
understand in which context the different parts of the application would be used to access
more important information quicker. The examples given where the application would be
useful were mainly to present resource consumption and financial results. This data and
functionality was therefore prioritized to be presented in an intuitive, logical and visually
appealing way which follows the ontology guidelines.

To do this the results found in RQ1 and RQ2 were used to de-clutter the interface. The raw
data was presented in charts where only the most important data was displayed immediately.
Intuitive functionality was made accessible through icons and textual elements were used for
further explanation where needed. To further improve the quality of life aspects of the User
Experience animations and modern UI practices were taken into account.

The web application will be developed using several modern web development technologies,
these can be found in Annex 6.

To create a design suited for this research we referred to the results of RQ1 and RQ2. This led
us to choose Google’s Material Design principles5 and user interface component library. This
was due to multiple reasons.

Firstly, the great number of users Google has provides a high likelihood that users of the
system previously have had exposure to Google products or other web services/products that
incorporate Material Design.

Secondly, Material Design is developed with user experience and intuitivity in mind and
incorporates usage of ontological experiences into their design patterns. By further designing
the page with other common web development design principles in mind we can further
enhance the intuitivity with the Material Design component library.

Finally, the Material Design component library made the development process of the web
application more efficient as it comes prepared with certain sets of functionality.

3.2.2 Improvement Measurements

The research will conduct live tests with Caretia. The tests will be performed to measure the
improvement of the new web application as compared to the currently implemented
command line interface that is being used. The test subjects used in this study are employees
of Caretia that have prior experience in using the currently implemented solution and general
knowledge about what data the system uses.

5 https://material.io/design/introduction



Caretia is a rather small company and only a handful of employees across Caretia AB and
Caretia Traffic Services AB have the experience required to operate the currently
implemented application. This has led to a small number of test subjects whereas only one
test subject was available to participate at the time of testing.

Tests have been prepared that are to be run on both the currently implemented solution as
well as the proof-of-concept implementation. The tests stem from the issues and problems
that have been described by Caretia AB and what functionality they expect and require from
such a system. The tests will measure the time difference in the completion of certain tasks.
The tasks that were prepared for the testing of the systems can be seen in Annex 1. Our
motivation to measure the time to complete a task is mostly rooted in Caretia AB’s current
solution being extremely time inefficient as this is the major complaint from Caretia AB. We
want to focus on maximizing the time efficiency of our application while also improving the
user experience and the intuitivity of the design.

The users performing the tests will be given no information about how to use the new
proof-of-concept solution prior to the tests. They will however be allowed to request help and
explanations during the tests if needed.

The timer for each test was started on the charts view after a data file had been loaded in
and/or reset to default settings. The user was then requested to execute the given task. All
tests were carried out on the currently implemented system and afterwards once again on the
proof-of-concept application.



3.2.3 Survey Feedback

Additionally, we will ask the users performing the test for their opinion on the experience and
ease of use between the two applications after all tests have been conducted. This will be
used to determine the general opinions on user experience, intuitivity and efficiency between
the solutions.

In regards to measuring user experience, a model is suggested by Marc Hassenzahl that in
short believes that a product has two core values; hedonism and practicality. Hedonism refers
to a multitude of physiological theories, but they all have pleasure as a core value in common.
Practicality refers to the ability of product support to achieve a certain goal. With this model
in mind, a survey can be produced to question a client’s opinions and emotions on specific
UX terms and definitions in context of the product they are testing. A Likert scale scoring
system is suggested that uses a range of one to five where the user strongly disagrees to
strongly agrees to the question or statement [23].

This sort of survey can be useful in testing both the currently implemented application and
the new application for our practical use case to see where certain areas of UX have been
improved subjectively from the client’s perspective. When producing the survey we should
keep in mind the core values of hedonism and practicality to question those areas of the
application. Is the application satisfying to use? Does it achieve the goal faster and better
compared to the currently implemented solution?

This type of survey will be conducted after the testing session has ended. The survey will be
conducted individually for both the currently implemented solution as well as the
proof-of-concept implementation. The survey response options will be based upon Marc
Hassenzahls suggested scoring system. The survey response options for each question will be
a 1-5 scale ranging from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree” where 1 is the lowest
(“Strongly Disagree”) and 5 is the highest (“Strongly Agree”). The questions prepared for the
survey can be seen in Annex 2.

It is important to note that certain statements focus heavily or solely on one of the systems.
Certain statements such as “The drag and drop feature makes it easier to upload data” is
solely aimed at functionality in one of the systems and is not available in the other. The
statement mentioned above is aimed at the proof of concept application.



4. Literature Review

4.1 Scope and Limitations

The literature found through our literature search are clearly related to the topic and provide a
good base to begin our research. The literature search resulted in a wide variety of literature
ranging from focus on user interfaces and design patterns [2, 4] to data visualization [6,10] and
graphics design [1]. This thesis is mainly focused on finding literature that can aid us in user
experience [11] and data aesthetics [12]. This in turn will give us a better insight on what
provides a satisfying experience [8] for the user by improving practicality and user experience
when interacting with data through a web application [3, 5, 9].

Some of the literature we found is limited for our scope of research. Some of the literature
had some valuable statements and results that were useful in areas of our own research.
However, much of the literature we found had a context that was out of our scope to such a
degree that it was not relevant enough to justify using it as a reference. This was because the
statements and results may be invalid and not applicable for our scope. We limited ourselves
to quote the most relevant literature that had research in the same technical field or in design,
and possibly web design. Other literature with more limited information for our scope, we
paraphrased and referenced said literature.

4.2 Literature Search

In the beginning of our research we conducted our literature study by using the literature
search tool provided by Blekinge Institute of Technology called BTH Summon. Through this
tool we searched for literature through our keywords and limited the results through the
“Scholarly and Peer-reviewed” filters. During our initial search iteration we found several
results which seemed interesting to our report. After this we read through the abstract and
conclusion of the literature found to see if they were relevant for our research. This resulted
in a few relevant references for our research. The references deemed irrelevant were still able
to provide information such as whether our current references were enough to answer our
research question or if there existed claims that refute our findings.



After this initial search we read through the literature we had found and noted information
and results that potentially could be used in the report. After extracting the information that
was deemed relevant in this literature we continued looking for more literature through the
snowballing search method. This meant that we looked through the references of the
currently found and useful material in search for more literature that could be relevant. This
cycle of searching and noting information was then repeated until we had enough facts to
answer our research questions.



5. Results

5.1 RQ1: How can user interaction complexity be simplified to improve the
user experience in web applications?

5.1.1 Literature Study

In a “An eye-tracking study of website complexity from cognitive load perspective“ [27], in the
context of online shopping, they claimed that “Complexity is a function of the amount of
variety in a stimulus pattern. Based on this definition, Geissler et al. argued that the
complexity of a stimulus depends on three factors: number of elements, the level of
dissimilarity between elements, and the level of unity between elements''. This definition is
derived from the definition of stimulus complexity according to that study. Their goal is to
study and measure if “task complexity can play an important role in determining how website
complexity affects users' visual attention and behavior” [27].

In their findings, they concluded that a user has a perceptual capacity when performing a
task. There is a correlation between perceptual capacity, task complexity and website
complexity. When both task complexity and website complexity is high, the user can suffer
from high perceptual load due to increased irrelevant stimuli (other elements or media) and a
user may lose interest. On the other hand, a website with low complexity and high task
complexity, the user most often felt it was unnecessary to explore further into the website and
discover other features.

With websites with medium complexity and high task complexity, users more often felt
intrigued by the irrelevant stimuli and explored more of the website. The study concludes that
“The relationships between website complexity and users' attention and task completion time
are positive for simple task situations”.

From this study we can gather that insufficient website complexity can understimulate a users
perspective capacity and leave them disinterested to explore more a website. On the contrary,
having a highly complex website results in overstimulation and spills over the users
perspective capacity and can leave them being frustrated and disinterested.



In another study “Improving website structure through reducing information overload” [19]

explores how to reduce information overload and visual complexity on the notion that “Poor
usability is a key element in many high-profile site failures”. It is stated that “Visual
complexity has multifaceted dimensions and can be measured by elements such as the amount
of text, the number of links and graphics, etc”. A similar statement is given in the previous
study. Where a large number of web page elements, amount of text and links on a web page
have an adverse effect on the user experience and navigation. This study focuses on website's
outdegree, which is a metric that measures the number of navigational links, elements that
redirects the user or opens new views or windows, in a page. The reasoning behind this
metric is as he states in his introduction. “We use a page's outdegree (i.e., the number of links
in a page) as a proximity for the visual complexity of page content” [19]

This study concludes that a website outdegree is the largest factor in website complexity,
whereas the previous study claims that it is a combination of “the length of the homepage, the
number of hyperlinks, the number of pictures, the amount of text, and the presence or absence
of animation” [27]. We can conclude from the combination of these two studies that links may
have a slightly more impactful effect in individual comparison of the other elements, but the
combination of them all has the largest effect on user experience.

In yet another study[26] performed in China of a Health Care system they studied interaction
design in different online health information systems where they found that tasks such as
filtering for a very specific type of disease can be very complex. The users were quoted on it
being a heavy burden to filter out certain diseases since there are so many parameters they
need to fill in and select when they search for a disease. Their solution to this problem is to
streamline the filter and have the repetitive and common diseases be automatically filtered to
reduce the complexity for the user. “common diseases is necessary for users without
professional medical knowledge, in order to help them better understand health information”
[26].

What we can gather from this is that repetitive tasks that take an impactful amount of time to
perform should be streamlined or automated to reduce the amount of time that the user needs
to spend doing insignificant interactions.

We can gather from these three studies that website complexity and task complexity has an
influence on a user's perceptive capacity. Where the combination of highly perceptive stimuli
can overload a user and cause them to feel frustrated and disinterested. In contrast,
insufficient perceptive stimuli can leave the user dissatisfied and disinterested to explore
more of the website. Additionally a combination of the number of links, content, media, text
and animations has a large impact on the users perceptive load and must be managed to
prevent perceptive overload on the user which can cause a variety of negative emotions.



Another subject to take into consideration is visual hierarchy. A definition by the Interaction
Design Foundation defines visual hierarchy as “Visual hierarchy is the principle of arranging
elements to show their order of importance. Designers structure visual characteristics—e.g.,
menu icons—so users can understand information easily. By laying out elements logically
and strategically, designers influence users’ perceptions and guide them to desired actions.”
[25]

The foundation also states that the following characteristics has an impact on visual hierarchy
and can be manipulated to gain control of the visual hierarchy “Size, Color, Contrast,
Alignment, Repetition, Proximity, Whitespace, Texture and style” [25]

Lastly, complex tasks in conjunction with complex websites and visual hierarchy can be
managed to reduce the overcall complexity by streamlining or automating repetitive complex
tasks. This allows a  user to easily complete complex tasks effortlessly. A website with a
recognizable design that will appeal to a western audience will be very important to improve
the intuitive interaction of the application and the overall user experience.



5.2 RQ2: What is user experience and intuitive web design and what is their
psychological and philosophical significance?

Intuitive Design and User Experience (UX) are two areas within design philosophy which are
related to one another. Intuitive Design focuses on the ease of use of an application or device
whereas User Experience is a broader topic which focuses on the experience of using said
application or device [11, 13, 14, 17, 20].

5.2.1 User Experience

User Experience is a topic which frequently has been critiqued as being a vague and elusive
topic [11]. The term User Experience is associated with a wide array of ideas ranging from
traditional usability to beauty, hedonic, affective or experiental aspects of the technology’s
usage [11]. However, the ideas represented by User Experience are not original, early writings
on the subject of usability expressed that productivity and learnability are not the primary
focus. Instead the primary focus is the person’s experience at the moment experienced [11].

User Experience is about technology that fulfils more than just instrumental needs.
Traditional Human-Computer Interaction research proposes a mindset of improving quality
by minimizing the amount of problems present [11]. User Experience attempts to improve the
future of Human-Computer Interaction by changing this mindset. User Experience attempts
to focus on contributing to the quality of life by designing for pleasure rather than the absence
of pain [11].

In their research, “User experience - a research agenda” [11], M. Hassenzahl and N. Tractinsky
analyzes User Experience from three prominent perspectives. These perspectives were
“emotion and affect”, “beyond the instrumental” and “the experiental”. Their results however
proved that none of these individual perspectives fully captures User Experience. In their own
words “UX is about technology that fulfils more than just instrumental needs in a way that
acknowledges its use as a subjective, situated, complex and dynamic encounter” [11]. They
describe User Experience as a combination of a user’s internal state, the characteristics of the
designed system and the context within which the interaction occurs [11].



5.2.2 Intuitive Design

An intuitive design, in the regards of computer science, is a design which is easy to
understand and that can be used as intended whilst requiring a minimal amount of cognitive
resources [13, 14, 17,  20]. A device can be seen as intuitive when its intended usage is understood
and executed without apparent effort or outside help [14]. The results of prior studies can be
summarized as two major factors; prior topic familiarity and prior ontology experiences [14, 18,

21].

It has been previously proven that prior exposure to functionality similar to the one presented
has helped with decreasing task completion time, increasing task intuitivity as well as
increasing intuitivity with other similar features [15]. However, other researchers debate that
ontology and semantics also constitutes a large portion of the issue [18, 21]. A large amount of
research has been made on these areas to determine how to accurately convey a message or
functionality through different interface signs [13, 17, 18, 21].

Ontology studies the theory about the nature of being or the kinds of things that have
existence. Research proves that mapping ontologies to users' previous experiences eased the
understanding of information that was attempted to be conveyed [18]. To ease the intuitivity of
a web page, a set of ontology guidelines have been proposed [18, 21]. These guidelines are as
follows:

(a) Design interface signs based on users’ familiarity level with ontologies.
(b) Design interface signs that belong to multiple ontologies.
(c) Avoid ontology conflict when creating interface signs.
(d) (Re)design interface signs that belong to ontologies, with which user experienced lower
level of perceived difficulty
(e) Avoid creating interface signs that belong only to the Website Ontology.

By dividing interface signs into different ontology groups it is possible to ease user
interaction with the web page. This is done by mapping the ontology groups to ontologies the
users are familiar with. Studies have proven that clearly representing web interface signs
through different ontologies it is possible to decrease the intuitive complexity of a website [18,

21].

Additionally, visually representing interface signs through icons instead of text can help reach
out to a wider audience [18]. This is due to a visual representation often being included in
multiple ontology groups. This can clearly be seen in M. N. Islam and Islam, A K. M.
Najmul’s study where a user understood a visual icon element better than it’s textual
counterpart of “Monolithic” by stating “… I do not know this word; it might be written in a
different language, so it is difficult for me to interpret …” [15] . However, solely relying upon
icons to communicate intent to a user only works to the extent that the user is familiar with
the icons and the ontology groups involved [15]. Providing tooltips in conjunction with icons is
therefore necessary to further communicate and clarify the intent to a wider audience.



5.3 RQ3: To what extent can the improvement of the user experience in a
web application be measured?

5.3.1 Literature Study

In regards to user experience, the ISO definition of user experience is as follows.
“A user’s perceptions and responses that result from the use and/or anticipated use of a
system, product or service” [22]. The difference between the experience and user experience in
a product, or in this case a web application, is what the user interacts with. This would
exclude the design and art but would involve the product, service, system, data or anything
else that a user would interact with [23].

The nature of user experience is in itself very subjective and context dependent. Due to this it
is hard to gain a common agreement and it is difficult to reach a scientific and objective
measuring approach. “User experience is a broad range of fuzzy and dynamic concepts,
emotions, hedonic, and aesthetic variables” [23]. These factors may be some of the
fundamental causes that make user experience so difficult to differentiate objectively. To be
able to map the definition of User Experience presented by M. Hassenzahl and N. Tractinsky
in “User experience - a research agenda” [11] to our research we had to determine what parts of
the application would be affected by the areas they propose.

5.3.2 Test Results

The test results display significant improvement in intuitivity and usage efficiency in the
proof-of-concept application as opposed to the currently implemented system. Some tests
however were unable to be completed in the currently implemented system due to time
restraints.

We had a time frame of 90 minutes per test subject specified where the tester was able to
perform the tests and fill out the survey. As the tester was experienced in the currently
implemented system he was able to determine if the current time frame was going to be
enough to complete the tasks given. This led to certain tasks not being completed and instead
we were given an estimate on how long it would take to complete the task in the current
system.

We were only able to acquire one test user for our scheduled testing appointment. This was
due to several factors such as timing, availability and scheduling. The test user we were able
to perform the test with was the CEO of Caretia. He is one of the users most experienced with
the currently implemented system but has no prior experience with command line interfaces
and lacks education in the field of software engineering and engineering.



Figure 1. The time measurement results from the conducted tests in the proof-of-concept
application on Test 1. (For specific tasks see Annex 1.)

Task 1 was unable to be completed in the current implementation due to time restraints. The
user performing the task was able to solve the task without outside help. However, to be able
produce the desired result, additional manual calculations of a lot of data would have to be
performed. The task was able to be completed in the proof-of-concept application in 25
seconds without any outside help.

Task 2 was unable to be completed in the current implementation due to time restraints. The
user performing the task was able to solve the task without outside help. However, to be able
produce the desired result, additional manual calculations of a lot of data would have to be
performed. The task was able to be completed in the proof-of-concept application in 11
seconds without any outside help.

Task 3 was unable to be completed in the current implementation due to time restraints and
lack of system knowledge. The user performing the task was unable to solve the task without
outside help. The task was able to be completed in the proof-of-concept application in 35
seconds without any outside help.

Task 4 was unable to be completed in the current implementation due to time restraints and
lack of system knowledge. The user performing the task was unable to solve the task due to
lacking functionality in the currently implemented system. The task was able to be completed
in the proof-of-concept application in 35 seconds without any outside help

Task 5 was unable to be completed in the current implementation due to time restraints and
lack of system knowledge. The user performing the task was unable to solve the task without
outside help. The task was able to be completed in the proof-of-concept application in 4
minutes and 23 seconds after assuming it was not possible and then being directed towards
certain filters in the application.



5.3.3 Survey Feedback

The post-test survey feedback indicated significant differences in the user experience and
intuitivity between the current implementation and the proof-of-concept application.

Figure 2. The results of the response on our post-testing feedback survey per statement on
Test 1. (For specific statements see Annex 2.)

Statement 1, “The application's design and interface feels familiar”, was rated 1 in the
current implementation and 5 in the proof-of-concept application.

Statement 2, “The application is intuitive to use and I did not need guidance on how to use
it”, was rated 1 in the current implementation and 5 in the proof-of-concept application.

Statement 3, “My time is valued in the application, navigation and interactions feel fast and
responsive”, was rated 1 in the current implementation and 4 in the proof-of-concept
application.

Statement 4, “The drag and drop feature makes it easier to upload data”, was rated 1 in the
current implementation and 5 in the proof-of-concept application.

Statement 5, “The chart data makes sense to me and provides a better visual insight on the
data”, was rated 1 in the current implementation and 4 in the proof-of-concept application.

Statement 6, “I understand that some data columns do not make sense to display in the
chart”, was rated 1 in the current implementation and 5 in the proof-of-concept application.

Statement 7, “The data filters help me gain a better insight of the selected section of the
data”, was rated 1 in the current implementation and 5 in the proof-of-concept application.



6. Analysis

6.1 RQ1: How can user interaction complexity be simplified to improve the
user experience in web applications?

We discussed opinions on the design and usability with the users conducting the tests. A
major factor in their experience was their previous knowledge from similar applications. This
led us to the conclusion that having a solid understanding and knowledge about your target
audience and their experience about the context of the application is going to be very
important in making design choices. E.g. having an older target audience may need more
guidance, labels and visual elements to guide them through the applications. On the contrary,
while designing an application for a younger audience, having too much aiding visuals might
lead to perceptive overload and over stimulation resulting in dissintrest. A younger audience
will have much more experience in web applications for their age compared to an eldery
audience. In our use case, a low amount of visual stimulation is most suitable since the
filtering of data is a rather complex task to perform and there is no need for additional stimuli
since it may lead to perceptive overload. In use cases where there is very little user
interaction, such as media consumption. A larger amount of visual stimulation is required to
keep users interested in the website and its contents.

The design choices are in their nature a subjective balance of  minimalistic intuity and
usability and guidance where the target audience is the main deciding factor. This is not to
say that more visuals is a bad design choice, having too little design choice will leave the
final product empty and disinteresting. Having a solid understanding of your clients needs,
expectations and how to meet them is the ultimate factor whether a design has the capacity to
fulfill your clients needs and cater to their perceptive capacity and satisfy their stimuli needs.

Additionally we noticed that visual hierarchy is very effective in directing a user’s attention.
The visual hierarchy had a large impact on the users experience of the applications. From our
observations, our order of visual hierarchy had a negative impact on the client. The client's
reaction seemed somewhat confused about the interaction of the application due to the fact he
interacted with elements in an order that we did not expect. We assumed the user would
notice the next to upload a file first, and then interact with the input fields. We didn't expect
the larger sized title elements would direct the users attention elsewhere than we intended.
This is to say that visual hierarchy is very effective and we did not utilize it effectively in our
design. We should have emphasized the upload field more compared to the filtering section.



Otherwise the rest of the application functioned as planned and the user interacted with
everything else also as planned. We had a test that questioned the user that some of the data
columns did not make sense to display. The user did comment on this that Date as a vertical
column would not make sense to display and was ignored. Precisely what we have hoped for
the user to think about. The other filters made sense to the user and performed the tasks as we
had planned out perfectly. Additionally we noticed that the user seemed to be interested in
exploring the input fields first, which was not our design intention. But seems to hint towards
the design being stimulative enough to spark interest in the user to explore the website.
However it may be biased due to the fact the user was in a testing environment and may feel
expected to explore the website. We cannot draw this conclusion. We have to perform activity
analysis on real users to draw that conclusion for sure.

Lastly we also observed that the speed of the applications had a major impact on the clients
first impressions of the application. Due to our constraints, we had to do all of the data
aggregation in the web browser. Since these operations are synchronous, they cause the
browser to hang for a few seconds. In a real application this would not be the case since the
data aggregation would happen on a server. However spending time on reducing input lag in
the application to a minimum will definitely have an impact on the users experience to a
certain extent. There is a possible threshold where reducing the input lag by 50% will
probably not have any sort of impact on the user's experience. We could research this area
more if we were to produce a fully fleshed out application for our client.



6.2 RQ2: What is user experience and intuitive web design and what is their
psychological and philosophical significance?

From what we gathered from the testing with our client, we concluded that in our context and
in a general aspect there are certain factors that make a significant difference in the user
experience in regards to intuitive interaction and design of our application.

We initially noticed that the visual hierarchy, as mentioned before, had a major impact on
how Caretia AB interacted with the application. The first step that we expected from the user
is to upload the data so that the select fields on the left would be filled in. However the user
started looking through the empty fields and seemed a little confused on what to do next.
They did eventually see the text which says to drag and drop a .csv file to upload.

Thinking about this situation more however, a user would have their eyes and mouse initially
in the top left due to having to access the charts view through the navigation bar in the top
left. Looking at the design ourselves and from what our Caretia AB did, the user saw the
filters title first since it has the highest level of visual hierarchy at this point in time (see
Annex 5). This would instinctively lead the user to explore the left side column of fields first,
instead of uploading a file which is the expected first step. A solution to this issue and
something to think about when designing this application is perhaps to hide or reduce the
visual hierarchy or hide the left side so that the user would be drawn more to the drag to
upload section first. And then show the left hand column which would in turn draw the user's
attention to that area.

Another aspect of this design to think about is the difference between a first time user and an
experienced user. Think of some application that you use frequently, you would not be
affected by visual hierarchy since you, the experienced user, knows beforehand what they
need and want to do. The experienced user already has an idea or image in their mind of what
they need to do. Should a designer design this application in mind that these first time users
will become frequent experienced users? What would the user value more, intuitive design or
exceptionally fast and efficient design for long term use? What would be more valued over
time?

Given these two scenarios, call them A and B. Given that A is an intuitively designed
application that needs no hands on guidance or education on how to use it. Versus scenario B,
a minimalist, fast and efficiently designed application for frequent and experienced users.
What would be more valuable for the user in the short term and long term? This is related to
discoverability and is something that could be looked into more deeply in the future as we
believe that they're both valid design strategies. Discoverability prioritizes developing for the
common case, there is no need to develop an application for less experienced users if the
common case is usage by experienced users. In such a scenario it would only be needed to
add further support for less experienced users to an application designed for experienced
users.



6.3 RQ3: To what extent can the improvement of the user experience in a
web application be measured?

Through the tests conducted with the proof-of-concept application we can see a significant
improvement in the intuitivity between the two systems. The feedback results and test results
show that the currently implemented system proved difficult to understand and use for the
users, even after frequent usage over a long time period. The functionality implemented was
not very intuitive and basic tasks proved hard and tedious to perform.

A notable observation was how intuitively the application was used by the users performing
the tasks. By implementing Material Design the interface was very intuitive and the test
subjects easily navigated the menus, filters and functionality presented in the application. The
test user commented that the interfaces and design elements felt familiar. This can be
assumed to be a cause of Google’s prominent use of Material Design in their applications and
the users prior experience with said applications.

6.3.1 Test Results

Even though the user performing the tests was unable to finish the tasks in the currently
implemented solution due to time restraints, he provided some comments with estimates
regarding each task (see Annex 1).

For the first three tasks the user deemed it possible to finish the task but estimated it would
take 5-20 minutes depending on the task to extract the raw data. After this he would manually
have to calculate the answer as this functionality was not included in the currently
implemented system.

For the fourth task the user deemed it impossible to finish the task in the currently
implemented system. The user said that he could not find any possible solution to the task in
the current system.

For the fifth task the user deemed it possible to finish the task in the currently implemented
system, but to do so he would be able to go through all the raw data manually. By using this
method the user estimated the task completion time to be well over two hours.

6.3.1 Survey Feedback

The survey results provided significant results that displays the user experience of using the
two systems (See Annex 2). The data shown in Figure 2 above displays low agreement to the
statements with the current system and significantly improved agreement to the statements
with the proof of concept application. This can be interpreted as the difference in user
experience and emotional satisfaction when working in the different systems.



7. Conclusion

In conclusion we have observed that the design of a web application is a subjective matter
and has a large sphere of influence on its users experience. The context of usage and target
audience has a large influence on what design strategy is most optimal for a web application
and mostly influences the user experience. From the limited testing we conducted with
Caretia AB we discovered that their previous experiences are the foundation of how their user
experience will turn out. This has to be taken into account when designing the application as
recurring issues and flaws can heavily impact the satisfaction of using the application.

Having knowledge of your target audience and their previous experiences of similar
applications gives you as a designer leverage in your design decisions and strategies to
improve the user experience of the users. In our literature studies we have found that
ontology mapping has a great impact on the intuitivity of an application. By attempting to
visualize elements towards experiences or areas that the end user is already experienced in,
the end user is able to make more connections and figure out the meaning of the element
more efficiently and intuitively. If your target audience is an older and less experienced
group, they may need more guidance and less advanced user interfaces. On the contrary, an
audience that has a high degree of prior experience and uses these types of applications very
frequently will more likely appreciate more advanced features in the application that makes
their experience faster and more efficient.

In regards to design strategies, we have outlined two strategies that have surfaced in our
research and analysis. There may be more established and standardized strategies out there,
but the following are the ones that we have observed. We also discussed with the user that if
the prototype was developed into a real application, setting template filters will help
improving the productivity and speed since creating very specific filters can become a very
complex task in a fully fleshed out finance application.

Designing an application that will often see new users that need to learn the web application
from scratch will more likely see more value and user turnover in having a less advanced and
more user friendly application. These application types would most likely benefit from more
intuitive design and visual guidance in the application. This will allow new users to learn the
application by themselves and avoids a firm spending resources on educating their users.

A different scenario would be if the target audience is mostly a fixed size or the application
was an internal tool for a firm. This was the design strategy used in the development of our
proof-of-concept application. Here most users will learn the application within a longer
period of time. These users may appreciate more advanced features that allow them to work
faster and have the willpower to spend time and resources on getting well educated on how to
use an application that will be part of their daily routines. This scenario may see more value
in using a design strategy which focuses more on fast and efficient interfaces that have
advanced features that their users will use often to improve their productivity.



From our test results and in person we observed that designing an interface with a familiar
design and using design principles from established design organisations such as Google
Material Design. Can improve the intuitivity of an application. However, saying that not
following a design organisation means that you are not designing intuitive applications is
false. But applying their principles can improve the initial user experience of a user since the
user will feel familiar with the application and may recognize where certain elements should
be located. E.g. looking for a settings view, most would intuitively be looking for a cogwheel
icon.

Testing our prototype application in our case was very limited. Due to the small scale of our
collaborative partner we did not have the opportunity to be able to test our design claims on a
larger scale. This results in questionable validity of our tests results. We cannot say for certain
that our claims are guaranteed to work but may be applicable in similar scenarios. To improve
the validity of our results we would have to find a different company that works in a similar
field but at a much larger scale. This would allow us to test the application against different
age groups and against many different previous experiences of similar types of application.
We could then, with more certainty, say that our claims are valid and applicable.



8. Validity Threats

8.1 Subjective topics
User experience and intuitivity in software development are rather subjective topics [22, 23].
This means that scientific, objective and peer reviewed material is both hard to find and
create for this kind of research. To counteract this issue we have only quoted facts and
statements from other scientific and peer reviewed articles.

It is not only hard to keep these topics scientific in the research and literature studies, it is
also hard to apply in practice. Therefore we have tried to use commonly known component
libraries which have a lot of design research performed and are contained within these
scientific boundaries.

8.2 Low amount of test subjects and test results
The company we have collaborated with is a rather small company and does not have a lot of
employees which are experienced with the currently implemented solution. It has therefore
been hard to create and conduct practical tests. Ultimately this has led to low amounts of data
and results. This makes it hard for the data to fully prove the claims that have been made.

What does help support the claims are the drastic differences in the data results between the
systems tests and feedback. However these results might also be favorable towards the proof
of concept application. This is due to certain statements being aimed towards specific features
in the individual systems. In this case the statements given were either aimed towards both
systems or the proof of concept application. This can affect the results in favor of the proof of
concept application.

8.3 Test users being related to collaborating companies
Another thing that might be a threat to the validity of the research is the test subjects' relation
to the company. All the users performing the tests were in some way related to the
collaborating company. This can invalidate certain data or results if the test subject's intent is
to affect the study in a way that is beneficial or destructive for the company. In this case all
test users were employees of Caretia AB. The most beneficial thing for Caretia AB in this
situation would be to be as objective as possible to be able to create a proof-of-concept which
is as useful as possible for them.

8.4 Test task design
The design of the tasks performed in the test can affect the results of the current system
negatively. This is due to the tests being designed from Caretia AB’s current problem domain.
The tasks might therefore feature a lot of testing of the areas which the current system lacks
and where the proof of concept automatically sees improvement.



8.5 Learning effect
Since the test users were already familiar with the current application, it's stacked unfairly
against the proof of concept application where he has no previous experience. At the same
time, as we started with the old system for each test, the user was able to figure out what was
supposed to be done and simply do the same task in the new system. This also stacked the
tests unfairly towards the current system. We could have tested an external user that has not
used either application previously. With a larger pool of test users we could also divide these
into two groups where one group started with the current implementation and one with the
proof of concept application. This would improve our test results and display variation in
results as well as stack up the systems more fairly against each other.



9. Future Work

9.1 Larger Scale
A great improvement for future studies is to try to create this kind of research at a larger
scale. One of the greatest issues to prove this kind of research is a small set of data.
Attempting to recreate this research at a larger scale, with more test subjects and a greater
variety of application types would be interesting for future research within the topic of design
intuitivity and user experience improvement.

9.2 Different types of unintuitive/intuitive applications
As mentioned above it would be interesting to apply this research on other types of
applications than Data Visualization applications. Data Visualization applications creates its
own subset of ontology groups. This could lead to the results and findings not being as
effective in other applications. It would therefore be interesting to attempt this kind of
research on several different types of applications to truly test how much prior ontology
experience and knowledge on the presented area affects the results.

9.2 Comparison of different implementations for functionality
Another thing that would be interesting to observe in future work related to the topic would
be to compare different implementations for the same functionality. In our research we
purposefully prepared Task 5, “Extract the amount of unique visitors by a specific company”,
to be more un-intuitive to complete in the UI than the rest of the tasks. This led to a
disconnect where the test subject instantly believed this task to be unable to be completed. It
would be interesting to research how different types of implementation would affect the user
experience and how much sudden change is required to create this kind of effect.

9.3 Maximized User Experience
Lastly an area that could be more researched upon is thresholds for specific areas of user
experience. An example of this would be to what extent does reducing input lag affect the
user's experience. Is there a threshold where the input lag does not matter anymore?

Additionally if there are more design strategies to those mentioned previously; an intuitive
approach or a design approach for experienced. Which would be more valuable in the long
term and which is better applied to which scenario. Is it more valuable to teach a user about a
power-user designed application than having them learn themselves from a more intuitively
designed application where the user does not require any external guidance.
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11. Annexes

Annex 1. A table displaying all tasks that were requested to be completed in the different
system implementations.

ID Task

1 Extract the total revenue of a certain month.

2 Extract the total amount of revenue by a specific company of any one
month.

3 Extract the total wash time of a certain month.

4 Extract the total amount of consumed water by a specific customer of
any one month.

5 Extract the amount of unique visitors by a specific company.

Annex 2. A table displaying all statements that were provided in the post-testing feedback
survey.

ID Statement

1 The application's design and interface feels familiar

2 The application is intuitive to use and I did not need guidance on how to
use it

3 My time is valued in the application, navigation and interactions feel fast
and responsive

4 The drag and drop feature makes it easier to upload data

5 The chart data makes sense to me and provides an better visual insight
on the data

6 I understand that some data columns do not make sense to display in the
chart

7 The data filters help me gain a better insight of data the selected section
of the data



Annex 3. An image of the menu of the currently implemented system.

Annex 4. An image of the search results of the currently implemented system.



Annex 5. An image of the proof-of-concept applications data visualization.

Annex 6. A table displaying all technologies that were used to create the Proof of Concept
application.

Type Technology

Programming Language HTML 5

Programming Language CSS 3

Programming Language JavaScript (ES6)

Programming Language TypeScript

Library D3.js

Library Material Design


